


1. Summary
Overview:
Goyib will be a peer to peer sport, esport and & crypto community platform that can be used
to mint nft, sell and buy digital assets, create sport/esport profile, make a team and betting
platform. We want to make the platform secure by smart contract and powered by Goyib
Token.

Goyib aims to become a leader in the global meta sport universe platform that is worth more
than $1 Trillion USDT, with the goal of taking significant market share from the global sport
platform.

Meta Sport Universe Profile
The Goyib platform will have a feature like regular social media, but with your own profile.
Don't like other people using the same profile as yours? just mint your own profile on our
platform with binance smart chain.

Betting platform:
The Goyib Platform will enable people to become their own bookmaker and bet against their
peers. In the wagering industry the Goyib platform will be akin to a combination of Multi
universe Bet traditional platform.

Bet Markes can list bets with odds of their choice and Bet takers can accept the best bets
available in the marketplace. Individual bet details will be uploaded via smart contract to
blockchain and funds will be locked until a winner is determined.

To ensure liquidity in all betting markets. Goyib will provide booking service with odd and
result feed from Goyib Winner Radar. A percentage of profil will be returned to token holders
in the form of token burning.

The GoYib platform will be available on web, tablet, smart tv, vr headset and mobile.

Goyib Token
The Goyib utility token will be the only form of currency to be used with the platform, like
casino chips must be used to play the tablet at a casino, fiat and other crypto currency will
need to be converted to Goyib to join tickets on competitions.

The token will be used for betting, winnings, betting reward and incentry, staking, burning,
charity, honesty reserve, whale holder benefit and governance of the platform.

TEAM:



Only small developers from small hometown, just love to do development, not love talking,
and writing.

Industry Statistics:
$1 Trillion market size.

ICO:
NO ICO BROTHER

2. Goyib Competition Marketplace - How it Works
Marketplace
Goyib will be a marketplace of bets, and a sports pool. Where iw will link pool creators and
pool takers. Uses will be able to search for specific mini competition via sport, league, player,
type, odd etc.

Pool Parties
There will always be two parties to any competition. A Pool Maker and Pool Taker

Pool Market
The personal offering competition

The pool maker acts as a bookmaker and determines the criteria of the competition,
including: Compt Type, amount available to be tiket pool and specific odds.

EG:
Event: MU VS Liverpool, Saturday 25 November 2021
Type of Competition: Money Line
Bet: Liverpool win
Odds: 100.000 Goyib Token
Total Bet Amount: 1.000.000 token

When a pool maker places a voting, the total potential payout of Goyib tokens are locked.

A Pool Market can cancel a competition at any time prior to pool taker. When a competition i
canceled the goyib token are unlocked

Pool Taker
The person accepting the compt.

A Pool taker can choose to accept a specific competition made by a pool maker. A pool taker
can accept the entire pool competition or only a part of the pool amount to suit their
preference.

If a pool taker only accepts part of the amount, the pool maker can leave the balance on the



marketplace for other competition/pool taker to accept or they can cancel the remaining
amount.

Confirment Compétitions
When a Pool taker accepts, it becomes a confirmed competition.

A confirmed competition cannot be withdrawn or cancelled by either party until a winner, or a
tie, is determined.

The competition details are uploaded to binance smart chain or ther blockchain will be
forever immutable.

Competition events
Version 1 of the Goyib Platform will offer competition to specific major leagues and events,
Just as an example: Sport (League A) esport (Mobile legend premier league), open
champions, fortnite world Cup.

Remember this, you can do 1 Vs 1 with your friend to make a private competition.
Nice right?

Future versions, is like Meta Verse platform when you can login, and make your own
competition on multi platform like Meta Facebook, Sand Box, Alice, Mana, and etc.

Odds
It is up to the Pool maker to list odds that would attract a Pool taker to accept the
competitions.

In the dashboard settings the users can select if they want the odds displayed as decimal,
Fraction or Southeast Asia Odd Formats.

Pool Amounts
The pool taker will set the total tiket amount that can be waged for taht particular
competition.

Competition amount will be displayed as:
Amount Available out of the total amount.

Users will be able to see if others have already taken up parts of the competitions.

Eg: if the total competition amount is 1000.000 goyib tokens, the bet will be initially
displayed as: Competition pool amount: 1.000.000 out of 1.000.000 tokens available.

Determining A Result
In version 1 of the goyib platform, the result will be determined by feed from Goyib radar.



In future versions when a pool maker can create any type of bet, on any type of events.
automatic feed and oracles may not be able to determine the result. The winner will be
determined by the goyib property honest competition system.

Payout Distribution
The winning pool will receive the payout from the bet.

Winning fee
A1% winning fee will be deducted from the tokens won.

The winning fee will be distributed as follow
0.5% administrator platform.
0.25% will be donated to Goyib Charity.
0.25% will burn and permanently remove from circulation

The winning fee will not apply if the winner is a whale holder (Holds more than 1.000.000
Goyib Token).

EG: if a user placed a bet of 80.000 goyib token and was paid out 160.000.
The amount won/profit is 80.000.
80 token winning fee would be taken from the 80.000 won.

in the event of a tie.
All tokens will be returned to the pool maker or pool taker without any fees.

Bookmaking/Sportsbook Services.
To ensure liquidity in all pool platforms. Goyib will provide bookmaking services with odds
and result feed from goyibRadar.

To mitigate risk there will be a small variable margin built into all odds.

At the end of each quarter, 25% of any profit from Goyib bookmaking service will be returned
to token holders in the form of token burning.

3. Realy Pool System
An issue with opening up competition to any event or any pool type means there could be an
infinite amount of pool on an infinite amount of events. Goyib could be completely random in
nature. While this is great for the usage of Goyib Token, it will become difficult to determine
the winner of every pool event in a timely manner. Hence, where there is not a guranteed
result feed inplace, Goyib will incorporate the Real Pool System.

Note: The Really system only applies where goyib does not have a guaranteed automatic
feed of the result of a specific pool.



How it Works:
When an event is concluded, the ool maker and the pool taker have the responsibility to
acknowledge the winner of a pool based on the real outcome.

In an ideal world, honesty would be enough to determine every winner and loser. However,
that is not practical as some betters will attempt to cheat, by declaring themselves the
winner when in fact they lost.

Really Reserve:
When a pool maker offers a competition, and a pool taker accepts a bet worth 100.000
tokens on the outcome of the event. An additional 30.000 Tokens from easy competition will
be locked in a Really reserve.

This creates a significant incentive to be really in regards to pool results. and penalizes in
honest comp. A user who attempts to cheat the system will forfeit 30% really reserve.
The 30% real reserve will be returned to both parties where an honest result is recorded.

Entering Result
Following the conclusion of an event, the Pool maker and Pool taker decide the outcome of
the event within a set time frame. When the first party enters a result, it triggers a notification
to the other party instructing them to also enter a result.

Both parties decide on the result by selecting
a) I won
b) I lost
c) Tie/No Result

An Honest result is obtained, when there is
a) One loser and one winner
or
b) A tie/No result is selected b both parties

Really Result:
Clear winner and loser: In the event there was a clear winner, the total winnings will be
released to the determined winner and the Really Reserve will be returned to both parties

Clear Tie/No Result: in the event there was a clear tie, all tokens tickets plus the real reserve
will be unlocked and returned to each party.

In the unlikely event that both parties selected I lost, the result will be equivalent to a Clear
Tie.

Cheat Attempt:



Where both parties selected I won, it is obvious that one party is being dishonest and has
attempted to cheat the system.

In the events of a cheat attempt, the result goes to community referees.

Community referees:
Members of the community can elect to become referees and will receive Goyib Tokens for
their time and effort in identifying the winner in their Real Program.

referees must hold a minimum balance of 100.000 Token. Referees will be chosen based on
an algorithm combining availability, Goyib Token held, previous refereen success and
randomness.

For each cheat attempt, there will be 2 community refereena dn 1 foundationf referee, who
will all vote the outcome of the event and determine the winner, Referees will be anonymous
and not announce in advance.

Referees will be rewarded for providing correct results, and demoted in the event of an
incorrect result.

To determine a winner, the referee vote must be autonomous. All 3 referees must vote for the
same winner for a result to be finalized.

If a winner is determined, the winning better will receive their betting payout and their 30%
honesty reserve.

The Dishonest Better, loser, aof the bet, will forfeit their 30% honesty reserve.

The forfeited honesty reserve will be distributed as follows:
50% to the Goyib Foundation to fund ongoing operations
10% to the community referees #1
10% to the community referee #2
10% tot foundation referee
10% to goyib charity
10% will be burn and permanently removed from circulating supply

In the event that the referee vote is not unanimous, it will then go to the Foundation referee
who will determine the winner.

A community referee that provided an incorrect result will not receive their reward.

4. Technology Stack
Fronted.client side.
The front end(HTML, CSS, React Java)
HTML is the language used to build the skeleton or outline of a webpage.



CSS is used to style the webpage
Javascript is the logic to how things work on the webpage.

Backend/Server Side
The back end wihic included the servers and database will be built with Nodejs. Node.js Will
communicate from the front nen to the backend, by communicating between javascript and
the database.

Mongo.db will be the database used in the backend to store all required information.

Smart Contract/Blockchain
When a pool is confirmed, the details of the pool will be uploaded into the blockchain
immutable ledger until the event outcome is determined.
Solidity is the language used to write the smart contacts and communicate with the
blockchain
Goyib will initially run on binance Smart Chain and will incorporate other blockchain in the
future.

5. Tokenomics
The Goyib utility token is to be the sole token and form of currency to be used within the
platform.

Like Competition pools must be used to play the game, fiat and cryptocurrency must be
converted to Goyib tokens in order to join on other platforms. This will be done via
centralized and decentralized exchanges.

The goyim platform dashboard will connect to the exchange to enable the purchase of Goyib
Token.

The goyib token is borderless and enables people from different parts of the world to bet
against each other with one universal ticket currency. The Goyib tokens with the pool of the
Meta Sport universe.

Token utility
Ticketing
All tickets must be placed with Goyib Tokens.
Really reserve, (if applicable), is also required for goyib Tokens.

As more bets are placed the demand for BETU tokens increases and the circulating supply
decreases, as tokens are locked until a winner is determined.

Tokens Burning
Tokens that are burned are permanently removed from circulations, reducing the circulating
and total supply.
25% of quarterly profit margin from bookmarking service will be burn



25% of all winning fee will be burn
10% of cheat attempt fees will be burn

Whales holder/Zero Fees:
The 1% winning fee will be waived for whales holders.
To become  a whale holder the user must hold. 1000.000 goyib tokens.

Community Pool Rewards
Frequent and large poolers will be incentivized with Goyib Tokens.
To encourage new users to join the platform and grow the user base, bonus tokens/bets will
be given to users to place their first pool on the platform.

Really Reserve:
For applicable pooler, where Goyib does not have a guaranteed and automatic feed to the
result of a specific pool a 30% honest reserve is held in Goyib tokens.

Referees:
Referees must hold a minimum 10.000.000 goyib tokens and are rewarded for their time and
effort in determining winning results.

Governance
Goyib token holders will be able eot vote on platform changes in improvements. Items that
token holders will be able to vote on include, winning pool fee %, really reserve requirements,
goyib pool reward, dishonest goyob payout, new platform features and which organization
the Goyib charity will support.

Token Supply
Total Supply of tokens: 2.100.000.000
token type: BEP-20 (Binance smart chain)

Token Distribution

Community Airdrop: 15%
Team: 30% * 4 Years Vesting
Marketing/Partnership: 10%
Incentives/Bonuses: 10%
Foundation: 10%
Exchange/Liquidity: 10%
First years stacking rewards: 7.5%
Advisor: 2.5%
Intitual investor: 5%

4 Years Vesting schedule



25%-30 days, 25% - 6 months (Conditional upon v1 platform release), 20% - 12 month, 10% -
24 months, 10% - 36 months, 10% - 48 months.

8. Legals & licensing.
On process.

9. Goyib Revenue,
Goyib revenue will make revenue from book making services, winning fees, and cheat fees to
fund its ongoing operations.

10. Industry Size
1 Trillions Dollar Market Capital

2020
● Total global sport market = US$711.Billion USD
● Total wagered on Sports - $400 Billions USD
● Total wagered on sports online - $400 Billion USD
● Total wagered on esport - $24.5 Billion USD

around 26% of the planet’s solutions ($1.6 billion people) love sports.

11. Goyib Charity
Goyib Foundation Charity will focus on helping rural people.

Revenue Source
25% of the winning fee and 10% of the cheat fee will be donated to the Goyib Charity
program.

12. Roadmap
The roadmap represents the current goals of Goyib and is subject to change.

2021
● Create Token on BEP20
● Some Basic MPV on mini pool competition on discord
● NFT Minting platform
● NFT Marketplace Platform
● Based on Project Fundraising Platform
● NFT Meta Sport Universe Items
● Create Social media Channels
● Design user Interface and system architecture of platform
● Integrated Onfido KYC
● Marketing and Promotion
● Listing on Pancake Swap



● Begin first years of Staking Program
● Grow Goyib Community
● Commerce testing platform
● Gaming License
● Listing on top 100 Exchange
● Listing on Top 10 Exchange
● Complete web version
● Complete Android wallet version

2022
● Release V1 of Smart Pool Mini Competition platform
● Grow users
● Open up partnership with South East Asia team from sport and esports Team.
● Build more features on platform
● Sign major sponsorship and partnership with leading organization
● Become a know player in rapidly pool market platform
● Build partnership with top 10 mobile games, so we can read all their data and make

instant game competitions
● Build a personal blockchain fork from Solana. To make transactions even faster in

SouthEast Asia.

Reference.
We copy all the words from other startups, so don’t panic if you see this white paper same
with other startups. Cheers Brothers…


